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Abstract

The Southern Hemisphere storm track is a key component of the Earth’s global circulation patterns, with a prominent role in

the movement of heat and momentum across the mid-latitudes, and a controlling influence over the behaviour of synoptic eddies.

Storm track characteristics are expected to change with anthropogenic forcings, leading to changes in regional weather patterns,

and impacting communities through its influence on extreme events. We document projected storm track climatologies at the

end of the 21st century under high- and low-emissions scenarios using the CMIP6 generation of models. We find previously

described projections – the poleward migration of the storm track, and intensification of storm activity – persist in CMIP6. We

explore projections of spatio-temporal variability of the Southern Annular Mode, and consequences for the storm track.
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Key Points:5

• We find increased storm track activity across the Southern Hemisphere is projected6

to scale with emissions.7

• Similar to previous generations, CMIP6 models predict a poleward migration of8

the Southern Hemisphere storm track.9

• The role of the Southern Annular Mode doesn’t change significantly with contin-10

ued anthropogenic forcing.11
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Abstract12

The Southern Hemisphere storm track is a key component of the Earth’s global circu-13

lation patterns, with a prominent role in the movement of heat and momentum across14

the mid-latitudes, and a controlling influence over the behaviour of synoptic eddies. Storm15

track characteristics are expected to change with anthropogenic forcings, leading to changes16

in regional weather patterns, and impacting communities through its influence on ex-17

treme events. We document projected storm track climatologies at the end of the 21st18

century under high- and low-emissions scenarios using the CMIP6 generation of mod-19

els. We find previously described projections – the poleward migration of the storm track,20

and intensification of storm activity – persist in CMIP6. We explore projections of spatio-21

temporal variability of the Southern Annular Mode, and consequences for the storm track.22

Plain Language Summary23

Weather in the Southern Hemisphere is heavily influenced by the storm track, with24

extreme events in the mid-latitudes closely linked to passing storms. As the Earth’s cli-25

mate changes with continued greenhouse gas emissions, understanding how the storm26

track will change is vital to make effective efforts to adapt. We show that state-of-the-27

art models indicate storm activity is set to increase, likely leading to more frequent ex-28

treme weather where storms occur.29

1 Introduction30

The storm track: past, present, and future31

The global climate is a complex system; a web of tensions and feedbacks that make32

its evolution difficult to predict in detail. The Earth’s climate tends toward a state of33

equilibrium; however, human-induced changes have caused a shift in the basic state (Eyring34

et al., 2021). Primarily, CO2 emissions alter atmospheric chemistry, leading to an altered35

radiative budget. As the climate tends toward a new equilibrium, forced changes will im-36

pact components of the Earth system, such as the storm tracks.37

The Southern Hemisphere (SH) storm track influences hemispheric circulation pat-38

terns, and properties of synoptic eddies, which directly impact human lives and liveli-39

hoods (Pfahl & Wernli, 2012). Storm track characteristics exhibit trends over the his-40

torical record. Several studies suggest there has been a poleward migration of the mean41

storm track position (Pena-Ortiz et al., 2013), an increase in the extreme storm frequency42

(Reboita et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2016), and in eddy kinetic energy (EKE) (Chemke43

et al., 2022). Studies find these trends are projected to continue in a warming climate44

(Chang et al., 2012; Kidston & Gerber, 2010; Tamarin-Brodsky & Kaspi, 2017; Chang,45

2017; O’Gorman, 2010).46

The SH storm track is closely connected with the Southern Annular Mode (SAM)47

– the SAM is an atmospheric phenomenon, essentially defined as the meridional wan-48

dering of the storm track. Campbell and Renwick (2023b) find it organises connections49

between circulation anomalies and storm activity in the SH, whilst others document feed-50

backs that, for instance, drive the storm tracks meridionally-defined nature, and persis-51

tence in a given SAM mode (Kidston et al., 2010; Lorenz & Hartmann, 2001). The SAM52

has exhibited a positive trend over the past several decades, driven by increased atmo-53

spheric greenhouse gas concentrations (GGCs) and stratospheric ozone depletion. Banerjee54

et al. (2020) find the trend has ceased since 2000 due to the recovering Antarctic ozone55

hole; however, continuing greenhouse gas emissions are expected to push the positive trend56

(Fogt & Marshall, 2020; Arblaster et al., 2011). Knowledge of SAM projections grants57

insight into the behaviour of the storm track.58
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Table 1. CMIP6 models with nominal resolution and use of explicit atmospheric chemistry.

Model Name Resolution (km) Explicit Ozone

ACCESS-CM2 250 No
ACCESS-ESM1-5 250 No
BCC-CSM2-MR 100 No
CESM2-WACCM 100 Yes
CMCC-CM2-SR5 100 Yes**
CMCC-ESM2 100 Yes**
EC-Earth3 100 No
GFDL-ESM4 100 Yes
NESM3 250 No
NorESM2-MM 100 Yes*

* Prescribed from CESM2-WACCM experiments.
* Fed by high-top simulations with full chemistry.

Projecting a future climatology59

Model realisations of scenario experiments evolve according to assumed future cli-60

mate forcings, natural and anthropogenic. Anthropogenic forcings are uncertain and li-61

able to change alongside societal developments; therefore, plausible scenarios must be62

assumed. These are captured by combining narratives of societal development – Shared63

Socioeconomic Pathways (SSPs) (O’Neill et al., 2017) – with a net radiative forcing –64

Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs). We investigate two scenarios in this65

study: SSP1-2.6 (van Vuuren et al., 2017); and SSP5-8.5 (Kriegler et al., 2017). Both66

scenarios assume similar societal evolution; however, they assume two vastly different67

CO2 emissions scenarios, which highlight disparities in the Earth’s climate at the end68

of the 21st century. Although both scenarios are unlikely based on recent societal de-69

velopments, they provide upper and lower bounds for potential changes. The aim of this70

study is to qualitatively characterise outcomes at extreme ends of the spectrum.71

Study aims72

Understanding how SH ST climatology might change is of vital importance for pro-73

jecting changes to regional climate, and is critical to adopting effective mitigation and74

adaptation strategies at the local and international level. This study aims to gauge whether75

general characteristics of the storm track observably change under best- and worst-case76

scenarios. We build on the work of previous studies to determine whether documented77

projections persist in the CMIP6 generation of models. We use data from an ensemble78

of ScenarioMIP models (Table 1). We consider whether robust changes occur in the ba-79

sic state of the 500hPa geopotential height field (Z500), or its associated high-frequency80

(HF) variance by the end of the 21st century, and investigate projections of storm track81

migration. The SAM has been shown to be the organising principle of storm track vari-82

ability (Campbell & Renwick, 2023b), and CMIP6 models capture this relationship well83

(Campbell & Renwick, 2023a); therefore, we investigate spatio-temporal changes in the84

SAM. Our methodology is detailed in section 2. Section 3 presents projections with a85

focus on the ensemble means, followed by a discussion and conclusion in section 4.86

2 Methodology and Data87

We use data from the SSP1-2.6 and SSP5-8.5 experiments (2070-2099), and cor-88

responding historical experiment (1972-2014), from 10 CMIP6 models, gathered from89

–3–
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the ESGF Node (https://esgf-node.llnl.gov/search/cmip6/). We use the Z500 field,90

and its associated HF variance, isolated using a 2–8-day bandpass filter (Campbell & Ren-91

wick, 2023b), as a proxy for storm activity. Data is gridded at 1° latitude-longitude res-92

olution.93

Although model democracy has been called into question (Sanderson et al., 2017;94

Knutti, 2010), there remains no universal technique for weighting models; therefore, model95

democracy has been adopted. This study is a continuation of Campbell and Renwick (2023a),96

which investigated the fidelity of CMIP6 models in representing the SH storm track –97

models considered here are a subset of the models they used. They found models gen-98

erally perform well, with no clearly superior models. Model selection is here based on99

several considerations, notably: bias in the storm track strength (Campbell & Renwick,100

2023a); and maximising the parameter space by granting precedence to models from dif-101

fering modelling groups.102

Projections of the climatological mean fields for the Z500 field and its associated103

HF variance are investigated, given the close relationship between the two (Campbell104

& Renwick, 2023b). To characterise robust projections, we follow the method outlined105

in Tebaldi et al. (2011), whereby the projected multi-model ensemble (MME) mean field106

is displayed if some pre-determined number of models agree on sign and statistical sig-107

nificance of change. We calculate significance at the grid cell level using Welch’s t-test,108

combined with the false discovery rate (FDR) method (Wilks, 2016).109

Meridional position of the maximum Z500 gradient and maximum HF variance us-110

ing temporally and zonally averaged fields are used as proxies for storm track position111

(Campbell & Renwick, 2023a). We use a Common Basis Function (CBF) analysis (Lee112

et al., 2019) to reconstruct projected SAM spatio-temporal variability. Spatial patterns113

are constructed by mapping model anomalies onto the leading EOF retrieved from ERA-114

5 Z500 anomalies south of 20°S (1979-2021), and regressing the subsequent CBF-PC onto115

anomalies at the grid cell level. Temporal variability is captured by the standard devi-116

ation of the CBF-PC, which we use as a proxy for the magnitude of SAM events. Ex-117

plained variance (EV) provides a metric for the importance of a given mode; this is de-118

fined as the ratio between the area-weighted temporal variance of a reconstructed spatio-119

temporal field and that of the full field, as per Lee et al. (2019).120

3 Results121

3.1 Climatological Fields Projections122

Figure 1a shows changes from the historical period in the Z500 field are significant123

and robust at all grid cells south of 20°S in both scenarios. These changes are much ex-124

aggerated in SSP5-8.5, reaching a maximum change of around 120m, whereas a max-125

imum change of 45m is recorded for SSP1-2.6. Z500 mean height increases across the126

hemisphere, with greater changes over the tropics and lesser changes over higher latitudes127

(particularly clear in SSP5-8.5, Figure 1a). This is likely a signal of warming temper-128

atures and associated expansion of air columns – exaggerated at lower latitudes – increas-129

ing the depth of the troposphere. The differential change between the mid-latitudes and130

adjacent higher latitudes would suggest steeper meridional gradients are to be expected,131

hence increased mean available potential energy (MAPE) (O’Gorman, 2010). Maximum132

Z500 changes occur in a broken ring around the mid-latitudes, equatorward of the storm133

track meridional location, strongest in a band stretching from the Indian Ocean, across134

Australia to the central Pacific (Figure 1a, SSP5-8.5).135

Similarly, both scenarios have similar spatial patterns of change in the HF variance136

field, with SSP5-8.5 exaggerated (Figure 1b). The signal in SSP1-2.6 is less pronounced137

– less than 50% of models identified significance at any grid cell, whereas SSP5-8.5 has138

large regions of significance. There is a lack of consensus on the direction of change in139
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Figure 1. Difference from historical climatological mean state for Z500 and HF variance fields

for each scenario ensemble mean at the end of the 21st century. Colour fill designates a change

with fewer than 50% of models identifying significance at the grid cell level. Stippling indicates

a change with over 50% of models finding significance, and at least 80% of significant models in

agreement on the direction of change. Grid cells where there is greater than 50% significance, but

less than 80% consensus on the direction of change, are marked in white.

some regions in SSP5-8.5, around the flanks of the storm track (marked as white space140

in Figure 1b). The strongest changes occur over the storm track, with the greatest in-141

crease in storm activity arising over the Pacific – previously noted to be relatively weaker142

than maxima over the Indian and Atlantic oceans (Campbell & Renwick, 2023b; Hoskins143

& Hodges, 2005). This might be linked to the higher Z500 field around Australia, as merid-144

ional gradients will be sharper in this region with a greater height increase. The consen-145

sus between scenarios would suggest a more active storm track is expected in the future,146

in agreement with previous studies (O’Gorman, 2010; Chang, 2017; Chemke et al., 2022).147

3.2 Storm Track Meridional Position148

Figure 2 shows the meridional profiles for both scenarios, with peak positions for149

the historical and scenario ensemble means indicated. The meridional profiles of the his-150

torical and SSP1-2.6 ensemble means are almost indistinguishable in both fields (Fig-151

ure 2), with peak positions within 0.2° in each case, with comparable peak amplitudes,152

suggesting no clear changes from the historical period arise under a low-emissions sce-153

nario.154

–5–
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Figure 2. Meridional profiles for mean Z500 gradient and HF variance derived from time- and

zonal-mean fields. Vertical lines mark peak positions for scenario and CMIP6 historical ensemble

means. Shading indicates two standard errors.

For SSP5-8.5, there is a consistent but small poleward shift – 1.0° for the Z500 gra-155

dient peak, 0.8° in the HF variance peak – relative to the historical period (Figure 2).156

The meridional profiles are highly similar, with peak amplitudes the most significant dif-157

ference. Amplitude of the HF variance peak increases in accordance with increased storm158

activity (Figure 1), but fails to reach the peak zonal-mean HF variance of ERA-5, doc-159

umented by Campbell and Renwick (2023a). Changes in amplitude fall within inter-model160

uncertainty, but almost all models predict a higher peak than the historical experiment161

ensemble mean, indicating a degree of robustness.162

A poleward shift coincides with increasing peak amplitude in the Z500 meridional163

gradient (Figure 2). This may be a signal of increased westerlies occurring with greater164

SAM amplitude, or related to increased momentum convergence with greater storm ac-165

tivity, combined with the poleward propagation bias of storms. Alternatively, as the storm166

track moves poleward, conservation of angular momentum implies stronger westerlies will167

result.168

The peak shifts are not found to be statistically significant; however, the magni-169

tudes agree with the findings of Kidston and Gerber (2010) for the CMIP3 SRES A2 ex-170

Table 2. Peak positions of maximum Z500 meridional gradient and high-frequency variance

of CMIP6 historical, SSP1-2.6, and SSP5-8.5 experiment ensemble means, using temporally and

zonally averaged fields.

Experiment Z500 Gradient (°S) HF Variance (°S)

Historical 51.6 53.2
SSP1-2.6 51.8 53.4
SSP5-8.5 52.6 54.0
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Figure 3. Ensemble mean SAM CBFs for CMIP6 historical experiment, SSP1-2.6 and SSP5-

8.5 projections, and reference ERA-5 EOF. Explained variance (EV), pattern correlation (r), and

normalised CBF-PC temporal SD are provided. The bottom row presents differences from the

historical experiment for SSP1-2.6 and SSP5-8.5 projections.

periment (similar to the RCP8.5 and SSP5-8.5 scenarios). The authors find enhanced171

poleward propagation in some models was due to an equatorward bias in the base state;172

however, previous studies indicate the equatorward bias is largely neutralised for CMIP6173

(Bracegirdle et al., 2020; Priestley et al., 2020; Campbell & Renwick, 2023a). In contrast174

to Revell et al. (2022), explicit representation of ozone did not seem to have an effect on175

peak position. The neutralised bias provides confidence that projected changes are likely176

physical, and is consistent with the documented relationship of greenhouse gas concen-177

trations pushing a poleward storm track (Arblaster et al., 2011). The poleward shift in178

both fields might indicate the source of the shift is baroclinic in nature.179

3.3 Southern Annular Mode Spatio-Temporal Variability180

Figure 3 presents the reconstructed SAM spatial patterns for the ensemble mean181

of both scenarios, the historical experiment, and the ERA-5 EOF. Results suggest pro-182
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jected SAM spatio-temporal variability remains relatively constant. Consistently high183

pattern correlations and explained variances indicate the SAM remains a dominant mode184

of variability, with a largely similar spatial structure. The amplitudes of the spatial pat-185

terns are consistent with the ERA-5 reference EOF, and the temporal variability (quan-186

tified as CBF-PC temporal standard deviation (SD)) is similarly comparable. The more187

symmetrical picture provided by the experiment ensembles – note the more prominent188

asymmetrical protrusion over the Pacific mid-latitudes in ERA-5 (Figure 3) – appears189

to be a systematic model bias. Consistent temporal SD across experiments (Figure 3)190

indicates SAM amplitudes remain similar. CBF-PC distributions (not shown) were in-191

vestigated but suggest no clear changes to SAM behaviour. Although significance may192

be established with a larger ensemble, these results suggest that despite the poleward193

migration of the storm track, the wandering behaviour remains similar to the histori-194

cal period.195

The EV of the historical experiment appears to overestimate the importance of the196

SAM, with 27.7%, as opposed to the 26.7% of ERA-5. This decreases to a value of 25.9%197

for the SSP5-8.5 ensemble mean, possibly indicating the SAM becomes less of a control-198

ling influence under a high-emissions scenario, perhaps due to increased influence of other199

sources of variability; however, significance was not established. Differences from the his-200

torical experiment are presented in Figure 3. There appears to be a consistent change201

over the mid-latitude Indian Ocean. The difference grows considerably between scenario202

projections, −4.3m (7.6% of historical ensemble mean amplitude) in SSP1-2.6, and −8.7m203

(15%) in SSP5-8.5. This suggests variance over the Indian Ocean related to the SAM204

decreases with increased emissions, which may contribute to the corresponding dimin-205

ished EV.206

The ensemble spread of EV and SD is greater in the high-emissions scenario, 53%207

and 49% more than the historical experiment. SSP1-2.6 has lower spread, at 9% and 5%208

for EV and SD, suggesting model projections diverge as the Earth’s basic state is forced209

further from the familiar conditions under which empirical relationships were derived.210

Removing the constraining influence of observations and tuning targets inherent in the211

historical experiment makes disparate projections more likely.212

4 Discussion & Conclusion213

Changes to the climatological mean fields under high- and low-emissions scenar-214

ios strongly suggest the storm track will intensify with continued anthropogenic forcing215

– the same pattern of changes are identified in both scenarios, though these are stronger216

under the high-emissions scenario – reinforcing previously documented projections (O’Gorman,217

2010; Chang, 2017). The largest increase in storm activity occurs in the central mid-latitude218

Pacific, downstream of the greatest increase in Z500 mean height. The baroclinic rela-219

tionship highlighted in Campbell and Renwick (2023a, 2023b), would suggest the two220

are linked by the downstream development process. Differential changes in Z500 height221

between low and high latitudes indicates meridional Z500 gradients will strengthen, in-222

creasing baroclinicity, hence drive increased storm track activity.223

Our results reaffirm the poleward shift in the SH storm track climatological posi-224

tion under a high-emissions scenario, in agreement with studies on previous CMIP gen-225

erations (Kidston & Gerber, 2010; Tamarin-Brodsky & Kaspi, 2017; Chang, 2017). The226

neutralised bias in the CMIP6 generation (Bracegirdle et al., 2020; Priestley et al., 2020;227

Campbell & Renwick, 2023a) allows a degree of confidence in the robustness of this re-228

sult. The amplitude of the Z500 meridional gradient and HF variance peaks similarly229

increase, in line with projected increased climatological Z500 height and storm activity.230

Minimal changes to peak positions and amplitudes were found for the low-emissions sce-231

nario.232
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Revell et al. (2022) find models with no explicit stratospheric ozone chemistry project233

a much stronger westerly jet, due to their use of outdated forcing datasets from CMIP5234

RCPs. No clear distinction between models with and without explicit chemistry could235

be made here in projected magnitude of maximum zonal-mean Z500 meridional gradi-236

ents and HF variance, nor peak positions.237

Few changes from the historical SAM behaviour could be identified, with pattern238

correlation and temporal variability remaining largely the same. This suggests models239

predict the structure and scale of SAM events remain relatively constant, thus little change240

to the meridional wandering of the storm track. A region of consistent change occurs over241

the Indian Ocean, with a decrease of 8.7m in the high-emissions scenario CBF from the242

historical, 15% of the historical experiment ensemble mean amplitude. Drivers of this243

result is left to a future study.244

Despite robust results, projections of storm track amplitude remain uncertain due245

to the presence of considerable systematic biases. The maximum magnitude of the spa-246

tial bias noted in Campbell and Renwick (2023a) is twice the greatest change under SSP5-247

8.5, at 2000m2 and 1000m2 respectively, and the bias over the Pacific Ocean is roughly248

equal to the projected change in this sector. These biases may be linked to those iden-249

tified by (Chemke et al., 2022), who find models do not accurately capture the positive250

barotropic growth rate trend, nor the momentum convergence around the flanks of the251

storm track (Kidston et al., 2010). An effort to improve this bias should be made in or-252

der to have confidence in projections of storm activity.253
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.gov/search/cmip6/), all models used in this study are listed in Table 1.258
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Key Points:5

• We find increased storm track activity across the Southern Hemisphere is projected6

to scale with emissions.7

• Similar to previous generations, CMIP6 models predict a poleward migration of8

the Southern Hemisphere storm track.9

• The role of the Southern Annular Mode doesn’t change significantly with contin-10

ued anthropogenic forcing.11
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Abstract12

The Southern Hemisphere storm track is a key component of the Earth’s global circu-13

lation patterns, with a prominent role in the movement of heat and momentum across14

the mid-latitudes, and a controlling influence over the behaviour of synoptic eddies. Storm15

track characteristics are expected to change with anthropogenic forcings, leading to changes16

in regional weather patterns, and impacting communities through its influence on ex-17

treme events. We document projected storm track climatologies at the end of the 21st18

century under high- and low-emissions scenarios using the CMIP6 generation of mod-19

els. We find previously described projections – the poleward migration of the storm track,20

and intensification of storm activity – persist in CMIP6. We explore projections of spatio-21

temporal variability of the Southern Annular Mode, and consequences for the storm track.22

Plain Language Summary23

Weather in the Southern Hemisphere is heavily influenced by the storm track, with24

extreme events in the mid-latitudes closely linked to passing storms. As the Earth’s cli-25

mate changes with continued greenhouse gas emissions, understanding how the storm26

track will change is vital to make effective efforts to adapt. We show that state-of-the-27

art models indicate storm activity is set to increase, likely leading to more frequent ex-28

treme weather where storms occur.29

1 Introduction30

The storm track: past, present, and future31

The global climate is a complex system; a web of tensions and feedbacks that make32

its evolution difficult to predict in detail. The Earth’s climate tends toward a state of33

equilibrium; however, human-induced changes have caused a shift in the basic state (Eyring34

et al., 2021). Primarily, CO2 emissions alter atmospheric chemistry, leading to an altered35

radiative budget. As the climate tends toward a new equilibrium, forced changes will im-36

pact components of the Earth system, such as the storm tracks.37

The Southern Hemisphere (SH) storm track influences hemispheric circulation pat-38

terns, and properties of synoptic eddies, which directly impact human lives and liveli-39

hoods (Pfahl & Wernli, 2012). Storm track characteristics exhibit trends over the his-40

torical record. Several studies suggest there has been a poleward migration of the mean41

storm track position (Pena-Ortiz et al., 2013), an increase in the extreme storm frequency42

(Reboita et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2016), and in eddy kinetic energy (EKE) (Chemke43

et al., 2022). Studies find these trends are projected to continue in a warming climate44

(Chang et al., 2012; Kidston & Gerber, 2010; Tamarin-Brodsky & Kaspi, 2017; Chang,45

2017; O’Gorman, 2010).46

The SH storm track is closely connected with the Southern Annular Mode (SAM)47

– the SAM is an atmospheric phenomenon, essentially defined as the meridional wan-48

dering of the storm track. Campbell and Renwick (2023b) find it organises connections49

between circulation anomalies and storm activity in the SH, whilst others document feed-50

backs that, for instance, drive the storm tracks meridionally-defined nature, and persis-51

tence in a given SAM mode (Kidston et al., 2010; Lorenz & Hartmann, 2001). The SAM52

has exhibited a positive trend over the past several decades, driven by increased atmo-53

spheric greenhouse gas concentrations (GGCs) and stratospheric ozone depletion. Banerjee54

et al. (2020) find the trend has ceased since 2000 due to the recovering Antarctic ozone55

hole; however, continuing greenhouse gas emissions are expected to push the positive trend56

(Fogt & Marshall, 2020; Arblaster et al., 2011). Knowledge of SAM projections grants57

insight into the behaviour of the storm track.58
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Table 1. CMIP6 models with nominal resolution and use of explicit atmospheric chemistry.

Model Name Resolution (km) Explicit Ozone

ACCESS-CM2 250 No
ACCESS-ESM1-5 250 No
BCC-CSM2-MR 100 No
CESM2-WACCM 100 Yes
CMCC-CM2-SR5 100 Yes**
CMCC-ESM2 100 Yes**
EC-Earth3 100 No
GFDL-ESM4 100 Yes
NESM3 250 No
NorESM2-MM 100 Yes*

* Prescribed from CESM2-WACCM experiments.
* Fed by high-top simulations with full chemistry.

Projecting a future climatology59

Model realisations of scenario experiments evolve according to assumed future cli-60

mate forcings, natural and anthropogenic. Anthropogenic forcings are uncertain and li-61

able to change alongside societal developments; therefore, plausible scenarios must be62

assumed. These are captured by combining narratives of societal development – Shared63

Socioeconomic Pathways (SSPs) (O’Neill et al., 2017) – with a net radiative forcing –64

Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs). We investigate two scenarios in this65

study: SSP1-2.6 (van Vuuren et al., 2017); and SSP5-8.5 (Kriegler et al., 2017). Both66

scenarios assume similar societal evolution; however, they assume two vastly different67

CO2 emissions scenarios, which highlight disparities in the Earth’s climate at the end68

of the 21st century. Although both scenarios are unlikely based on recent societal de-69

velopments, they provide upper and lower bounds for potential changes. The aim of this70

study is to qualitatively characterise outcomes at extreme ends of the spectrum.71

Study aims72

Understanding how SH ST climatology might change is of vital importance for pro-73

jecting changes to regional climate, and is critical to adopting effective mitigation and74

adaptation strategies at the local and international level. This study aims to gauge whether75

general characteristics of the storm track observably change under best- and worst-case76

scenarios. We build on the work of previous studies to determine whether documented77

projections persist in the CMIP6 generation of models. We use data from an ensemble78

of ScenarioMIP models (Table 1). We consider whether robust changes occur in the ba-79

sic state of the 500hPa geopotential height field (Z500), or its associated high-frequency80

(HF) variance by the end of the 21st century, and investigate projections of storm track81

migration. The SAM has been shown to be the organising principle of storm track vari-82

ability (Campbell & Renwick, 2023b), and CMIP6 models capture this relationship well83

(Campbell & Renwick, 2023a); therefore, we investigate spatio-temporal changes in the84

SAM. Our methodology is detailed in section 2. Section 3 presents projections with a85

focus on the ensemble means, followed by a discussion and conclusion in section 4.86

2 Methodology and Data87

We use data from the SSP1-2.6 and SSP5-8.5 experiments (2070-2099), and cor-88

responding historical experiment (1972-2014), from 10 CMIP6 models, gathered from89
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the ESGF Node (https://esgf-node.llnl.gov/search/cmip6/). We use the Z500 field,90

and its associated HF variance, isolated using a 2–8-day bandpass filter (Campbell & Ren-91

wick, 2023b), as a proxy for storm activity. Data is gridded at 1° latitude-longitude res-92

olution.93

Although model democracy has been called into question (Sanderson et al., 2017;94

Knutti, 2010), there remains no universal technique for weighting models; therefore, model95

democracy has been adopted. This study is a continuation of Campbell and Renwick (2023a),96

which investigated the fidelity of CMIP6 models in representing the SH storm track –97

models considered here are a subset of the models they used. They found models gen-98

erally perform well, with no clearly superior models. Model selection is here based on99

several considerations, notably: bias in the storm track strength (Campbell & Renwick,100

2023a); and maximising the parameter space by granting precedence to models from dif-101

fering modelling groups.102

Projections of the climatological mean fields for the Z500 field and its associated103

HF variance are investigated, given the close relationship between the two (Campbell104

& Renwick, 2023b). To characterise robust projections, we follow the method outlined105

in Tebaldi et al. (2011), whereby the projected multi-model ensemble (MME) mean field106

is displayed if some pre-determined number of models agree on sign and statistical sig-107

nificance of change. We calculate significance at the grid cell level using Welch’s t-test,108

combined with the false discovery rate (FDR) method (Wilks, 2016).109

Meridional position of the maximum Z500 gradient and maximum HF variance us-110

ing temporally and zonally averaged fields are used as proxies for storm track position111

(Campbell & Renwick, 2023a). We use a Common Basis Function (CBF) analysis (Lee112

et al., 2019) to reconstruct projected SAM spatio-temporal variability. Spatial patterns113

are constructed by mapping model anomalies onto the leading EOF retrieved from ERA-114

5 Z500 anomalies south of 20°S (1979-2021), and regressing the subsequent CBF-PC onto115

anomalies at the grid cell level. Temporal variability is captured by the standard devi-116

ation of the CBF-PC, which we use as a proxy for the magnitude of SAM events. Ex-117

plained variance (EV) provides a metric for the importance of a given mode; this is de-118

fined as the ratio between the area-weighted temporal variance of a reconstructed spatio-119

temporal field and that of the full field, as per Lee et al. (2019).120

3 Results121

3.1 Climatological Fields Projections122

Figure 1a shows changes from the historical period in the Z500 field are significant123

and robust at all grid cells south of 20°S in both scenarios. These changes are much ex-124

aggerated in SSP5-8.5, reaching a maximum change of around 120m, whereas a max-125

imum change of 45m is recorded for SSP1-2.6. Z500 mean height increases across the126

hemisphere, with greater changes over the tropics and lesser changes over higher latitudes127

(particularly clear in SSP5-8.5, Figure 1a). This is likely a signal of warming temper-128

atures and associated expansion of air columns – exaggerated at lower latitudes – increas-129

ing the depth of the troposphere. The differential change between the mid-latitudes and130

adjacent higher latitudes would suggest steeper meridional gradients are to be expected,131

hence increased mean available potential energy (MAPE) (O’Gorman, 2010). Maximum132

Z500 changes occur in a broken ring around the mid-latitudes, equatorward of the storm133

track meridional location, strongest in a band stretching from the Indian Ocean, across134

Australia to the central Pacific (Figure 1a, SSP5-8.5).135

Similarly, both scenarios have similar spatial patterns of change in the HF variance136

field, with SSP5-8.5 exaggerated (Figure 1b). The signal in SSP1-2.6 is less pronounced137

– less than 50% of models identified significance at any grid cell, whereas SSP5-8.5 has138

large regions of significance. There is a lack of consensus on the direction of change in139
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Figure 1. Difference from historical climatological mean state for Z500 and HF variance fields

for each scenario ensemble mean at the end of the 21st century. Colour fill designates a change

with fewer than 50% of models identifying significance at the grid cell level. Stippling indicates

a change with over 50% of models finding significance, and at least 80% of significant models in

agreement on the direction of change. Grid cells where there is greater than 50% significance, but

less than 80% consensus on the direction of change, are marked in white.

some regions in SSP5-8.5, around the flanks of the storm track (marked as white space140

in Figure 1b). The strongest changes occur over the storm track, with the greatest in-141

crease in storm activity arising over the Pacific – previously noted to be relatively weaker142

than maxima over the Indian and Atlantic oceans (Campbell & Renwick, 2023b; Hoskins143

& Hodges, 2005). This might be linked to the higher Z500 field around Australia, as merid-144

ional gradients will be sharper in this region with a greater height increase. The consen-145

sus between scenarios would suggest a more active storm track is expected in the future,146

in agreement with previous studies (O’Gorman, 2010; Chang, 2017; Chemke et al., 2022).147

3.2 Storm Track Meridional Position148

Figure 2 shows the meridional profiles for both scenarios, with peak positions for149

the historical and scenario ensemble means indicated. The meridional profiles of the his-150

torical and SSP1-2.6 ensemble means are almost indistinguishable in both fields (Fig-151

ure 2), with peak positions within 0.2° in each case, with comparable peak amplitudes,152

suggesting no clear changes from the historical period arise under a low-emissions sce-153

nario.154
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Figure 2. Meridional profiles for mean Z500 gradient and HF variance derived from time- and

zonal-mean fields. Vertical lines mark peak positions for scenario and CMIP6 historical ensemble

means. Shading indicates two standard errors.

For SSP5-8.5, there is a consistent but small poleward shift – 1.0° for the Z500 gra-155

dient peak, 0.8° in the HF variance peak – relative to the historical period (Figure 2).156

The meridional profiles are highly similar, with peak amplitudes the most significant dif-157

ference. Amplitude of the HF variance peak increases in accordance with increased storm158

activity (Figure 1), but fails to reach the peak zonal-mean HF variance of ERA-5, doc-159

umented by Campbell and Renwick (2023a). Changes in amplitude fall within inter-model160

uncertainty, but almost all models predict a higher peak than the historical experiment161

ensemble mean, indicating a degree of robustness.162

A poleward shift coincides with increasing peak amplitude in the Z500 meridional163

gradient (Figure 2). This may be a signal of increased westerlies occurring with greater164

SAM amplitude, or related to increased momentum convergence with greater storm ac-165

tivity, combined with the poleward propagation bias of storms. Alternatively, as the storm166

track moves poleward, conservation of angular momentum implies stronger westerlies will167

result.168

The peak shifts are not found to be statistically significant; however, the magni-169

tudes agree with the findings of Kidston and Gerber (2010) for the CMIP3 SRES A2 ex-170

Table 2. Peak positions of maximum Z500 meridional gradient and high-frequency variance

of CMIP6 historical, SSP1-2.6, and SSP5-8.5 experiment ensemble means, using temporally and

zonally averaged fields.

Experiment Z500 Gradient (°S) HF Variance (°S)

Historical 51.6 53.2
SSP1-2.6 51.8 53.4
SSP5-8.5 52.6 54.0
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Figure 3. Ensemble mean SAM CBFs for CMIP6 historical experiment, SSP1-2.6 and SSP5-

8.5 projections, and reference ERA-5 EOF. Explained variance (EV), pattern correlation (r), and

normalised CBF-PC temporal SD are provided. The bottom row presents differences from the

historical experiment for SSP1-2.6 and SSP5-8.5 projections.

periment (similar to the RCP8.5 and SSP5-8.5 scenarios). The authors find enhanced171

poleward propagation in some models was due to an equatorward bias in the base state;172

however, previous studies indicate the equatorward bias is largely neutralised for CMIP6173

(Bracegirdle et al., 2020; Priestley et al., 2020; Campbell & Renwick, 2023a). In contrast174

to Revell et al. (2022), explicit representation of ozone did not seem to have an effect on175

peak position. The neutralised bias provides confidence that projected changes are likely176

physical, and is consistent with the documented relationship of greenhouse gas concen-177

trations pushing a poleward storm track (Arblaster et al., 2011). The poleward shift in178

both fields might indicate the source of the shift is baroclinic in nature.179

3.3 Southern Annular Mode Spatio-Temporal Variability180

Figure 3 presents the reconstructed SAM spatial patterns for the ensemble mean181

of both scenarios, the historical experiment, and the ERA-5 EOF. Results suggest pro-182
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jected SAM spatio-temporal variability remains relatively constant. Consistently high183

pattern correlations and explained variances indicate the SAM remains a dominant mode184

of variability, with a largely similar spatial structure. The amplitudes of the spatial pat-185

terns are consistent with the ERA-5 reference EOF, and the temporal variability (quan-186

tified as CBF-PC temporal standard deviation (SD)) is similarly comparable. The more187

symmetrical picture provided by the experiment ensembles – note the more prominent188

asymmetrical protrusion over the Pacific mid-latitudes in ERA-5 (Figure 3) – appears189

to be a systematic model bias. Consistent temporal SD across experiments (Figure 3)190

indicates SAM amplitudes remain similar. CBF-PC distributions (not shown) were in-191

vestigated but suggest no clear changes to SAM behaviour. Although significance may192

be established with a larger ensemble, these results suggest that despite the poleward193

migration of the storm track, the wandering behaviour remains similar to the histori-194

cal period.195

The EV of the historical experiment appears to overestimate the importance of the196

SAM, with 27.7%, as opposed to the 26.7% of ERA-5. This decreases to a value of 25.9%197

for the SSP5-8.5 ensemble mean, possibly indicating the SAM becomes less of a control-198

ling influence under a high-emissions scenario, perhaps due to increased influence of other199

sources of variability; however, significance was not established. Differences from the his-200

torical experiment are presented in Figure 3. There appears to be a consistent change201

over the mid-latitude Indian Ocean. The difference grows considerably between scenario202

projections, −4.3m (7.6% of historical ensemble mean amplitude) in SSP1-2.6, and −8.7m203

(15%) in SSP5-8.5. This suggests variance over the Indian Ocean related to the SAM204

decreases with increased emissions, which may contribute to the corresponding dimin-205

ished EV.206

The ensemble spread of EV and SD is greater in the high-emissions scenario, 53%207

and 49% more than the historical experiment. SSP1-2.6 has lower spread, at 9% and 5%208

for EV and SD, suggesting model projections diverge as the Earth’s basic state is forced209

further from the familiar conditions under which empirical relationships were derived.210

Removing the constraining influence of observations and tuning targets inherent in the211

historical experiment makes disparate projections more likely.212

4 Discussion & Conclusion213

Changes to the climatological mean fields under high- and low-emissions scenar-214

ios strongly suggest the storm track will intensify with continued anthropogenic forcing215

– the same pattern of changes are identified in both scenarios, though these are stronger216

under the high-emissions scenario – reinforcing previously documented projections (O’Gorman,217

2010; Chang, 2017). The largest increase in storm activity occurs in the central mid-latitude218

Pacific, downstream of the greatest increase in Z500 mean height. The baroclinic rela-219

tionship highlighted in Campbell and Renwick (2023a, 2023b), would suggest the two220

are linked by the downstream development process. Differential changes in Z500 height221

between low and high latitudes indicates meridional Z500 gradients will strengthen, in-222

creasing baroclinicity, hence drive increased storm track activity.223

Our results reaffirm the poleward shift in the SH storm track climatological posi-224

tion under a high-emissions scenario, in agreement with studies on previous CMIP gen-225

erations (Kidston & Gerber, 2010; Tamarin-Brodsky & Kaspi, 2017; Chang, 2017). The226

neutralised bias in the CMIP6 generation (Bracegirdle et al., 2020; Priestley et al., 2020;227

Campbell & Renwick, 2023a) allows a degree of confidence in the robustness of this re-228

sult. The amplitude of the Z500 meridional gradient and HF variance peaks similarly229

increase, in line with projected increased climatological Z500 height and storm activity.230

Minimal changes to peak positions and amplitudes were found for the low-emissions sce-231

nario.232
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Revell et al. (2022) find models with no explicit stratospheric ozone chemistry project233

a much stronger westerly jet, due to their use of outdated forcing datasets from CMIP5234

RCPs. No clear distinction between models with and without explicit chemistry could235

be made here in projected magnitude of maximum zonal-mean Z500 meridional gradi-236

ents and HF variance, nor peak positions.237

Few changes from the historical SAM behaviour could be identified, with pattern238

correlation and temporal variability remaining largely the same. This suggests models239

predict the structure and scale of SAM events remain relatively constant, thus little change240

to the meridional wandering of the storm track. A region of consistent change occurs over241

the Indian Ocean, with a decrease of 8.7m in the high-emissions scenario CBF from the242

historical, 15% of the historical experiment ensemble mean amplitude. Drivers of this243

result is left to a future study.244

Despite robust results, projections of storm track amplitude remain uncertain due245

to the presence of considerable systematic biases. The maximum magnitude of the spa-246

tial bias noted in Campbell and Renwick (2023a) is twice the greatest change under SSP5-247

8.5, at 2000m2 and 1000m2 respectively, and the bias over the Pacific Ocean is roughly248

equal to the projected change in this sector. These biases may be linked to those iden-249

tified by (Chemke et al., 2022), who find models do not accurately capture the positive250

barotropic growth rate trend, nor the momentum convergence around the flanks of the251

storm track (Kidston et al., 2010). An effort to improve this bias should be made in or-252

der to have confidence in projections of storm activity.253
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